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Study research questions
1. Under what conditions can buildings energy efficiency and flexible load measures be
combined to achieve savings that are greater than the sum of their parts?
2. Under what conditions do they compete, reducing the cost-effectiveness of both?
3. How does this interaction change by technology, state, or local distribution costs?

Energy
Efficiency
impacts

?

Flexible
Load
(DR)
impacts

This investigation is one part of an expanded set of questions regarding the interactions between multiple DER types
(storage, PV, EE, etc.)
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Study results observations / takeaways
• Results indicate that combining EE with flexible load can increase the number of cost-effective energy
efficiency measures available to lower system costs, compared to implementing either by itself
• Heat-pumps present a particular opportunity for flexible load with greater efficiency
– Synergistic benefits because the heat-pump also provides air conditioning
– Adding flexibility could mitigate local impacts for winter peaking or high distribution cost areas

• Assumptions on distribution deferral value have a large impact on cost effectiveness
– Results demonstrate on a high level the ability for EE and flexible load to reduce distribution system costs, but are not
granular enough to provide estimates for specific distribution system areas
– To achieve savings customer incentives and/or utility control signals would need adequate spatial granularity to unlock
deferral value

• Despite large potential cost savings, potential barriers to adoption are not addressed in this analysis
– Consumer adoption of analyzed technologies would be sensitive to incentives and other decision factors – these factors
may differ by end use type, customer class, and technology (EE vs. flexible load)
– How do utilities send the right price signal or incentives to customers to incent flexible load behavior?
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Key study metrics
• New replacement technologies (EE, DR or both) were applied to 24 end uses and considered in 48
states plus DC, producing results for ~1200 results of a given measure in a given state. In 96% of
cases, at least one technology scenario (EE, DR, or both) resulted in system cost savings,
compared to 33% when EE is considered alone, or 90% when flexible load was considered alone.
• In every state, the energy efficiency measure with the largest cost savings was a heat pump
replacement of resistance heating.
• The cost-effectiveness of all measures, but especially those that include flexible load, are sensitive
to distribution system cost savings. Half of the flexible load measures that are not cost effective
become so in a high distribution avoided cost case.
• For flexible load 89% of benefits came from avoiding new capital costs (transmission, distribution,
or system) vs. 32% for energy efficiency.
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Study research methodology
• 24 different building technologies were investigated to estimate electric system cost
impacts (electric-only with no fuel switching)
• i.e. Heat pumps, refrigeration, dryers

• The technologies were compared to a base case in four scenarios to determine utility
system cost differences
i. Replacing all retiring equipment with the most efficient new equipment (EE only)
ii. Replacing all retiring equipment with BAU replacement equipment mix that is also
equipped for flexible operation (flexible load)
iii. Replacing all retiring equipment with the most efficient new equipment that is also
equipped for flexible operation (EE & flexible load both)
iv. A “top performers” scenario, where for each technology, the lowest system cost
outcome from the above three scenarios were implemented together.
Office of Policy
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Research methodology steps
1. Choose one end-use technology to evaluate (e.g. heat pumps replace electric furnaces)
2. Assume this technology achieves 100% of sales in 2020
– After 2020 sales return to BAU
– Some technology combinations do not achieve 100% sales and are limited by building stock
characteristics (e.g. whether a home has ducts)

3. Value the energy saved or flexible load impacts using state-level utility avoided costs for
the following two decades
– Once the evaluated technology is retired, it returns to the BAU technology, isolating only the impact of
the 2020 vintage
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Illustration of a modeled energy efficiency measure
100% of electric resistance become heat
pumps in 2020

Heat pumps gradually
retire, returning to
electric resistance

Heat pumps result in energy
savings

Note: non-electric water heater technologies removed for better perspective
Office of Policy
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Illustration of a modeled energy efficiency measure continued
• The heat pump hot-water heaters
resulted in higher equipment costs,
amortized over the equipment booklife
• But.. energy costs are reduced
relative to the reference scenario and
remain lower for as long as our 2020
vintage stock is active
• The ultimate cost effectiveness of the
measure is determined by the
present value in 2020

Office of Policy
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Understanding cost savings from flexible load
•

Advanced automated load shifting
(flexible load)
• Each technology has characteristics for
the number of hours load can be delayed
or advanced in time and what percent of
load is allowed to be flexible [1]
• Total energy consumption does not
change

•
•

Load shifted to middle of day and night, away
from morning and evening peaks

Load shifted
from afternoon
peak early
morning

Costs of flexible load are for enabling
technology [2]
Benefits come from reduced capital
and operational expenses in electricity
system

increase in load
reduction in load

[1] https://drrc.lbl.gov/sites/default/files/lbnl-6417e.pdf
[2] https://emp.lbl.gov/publications/demand-response-advanced-controls

(relative to the native
load shape)

Hour of Day
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Modeling flow diagram
Distribution
avoided cost
sensitivity

Transmission
avoided cost
(NEMS)

EnergyPATHWAYS Model

Generation
cost of new
entry

Bottom-up, stock-level accounting for energy
infrastructure, 8760 load shapes

Avoided energy
(market prices) &
Load Shapes

Sales, stock, tech
cost, EE savings, &
flexible load
capabilities for all
replacements in 2020

Utility Avoided Cost
E, G, T, & D avoided
costs

DER Dispatch Model
Optimal dispatch model for customer-sited resources

Note: More detail on tools & methodology provided in technical appendix.
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Cost/Benefits to electric system of
energy efficiency, flexible load, and
integrated EE & flex load measures.
- By end-use type
- By state
- Under high, medium and low
distribution costs
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Research tool: EnergyPATHWAYS model

Quantity

• EnergyPATHWAYS is a bottom-up energy sector model with
Energy Infrastructure Illustration
stock-level accounting of all consuming, producing, delivering,
Growth in demand for
energy services
and converting energy infrastructure. Released under an MIT
License.
• The U.S. model is populated with data from the National
Need for new energy
Energy Modeling System (NEMS), EIA, & NREL, among many
infrastructure
other sources
Existing
• It produces highly granular electricity dispatch with bottom-up
energy
creation of load profiles and 8760-hourly dispatch with flexible
infrastructure
loads
2015

Office of Policy

https://github.com/energypathways
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EnergyPATHWAYS Data Sources
• Demand-side input data is taken from EIA’s National Energy Modeling System (NEMS)
– Technology cost and performance data (AEO 2015 with updates to HVAC technologies)
• https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy18osti/70485.pdf
– Equipment stocks (AEO 2017)
– Historical energy demand (AEO 2017)

• Projections of future energy system demand taken from AEO 2017
– Population and households
– Industrial activity and other energy service demands like vehicle miles traveled (VMT)

• Supply-side data is taken from a number of public sources including:
– Electricity generation technology cost and performance from NREL’s 2016 Annual Technology Baseline
– Fossil fuel price projections from AEO 2017

• 8760 load shape data from multiple sources:
–
–
–
–
–

FERC Form 714
EPRI load shape database
NREL HVAC simulations
NW Load Shape Database
National transportation survey data analysis
Office of Policy
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EnergyPATHWAYS Output/Dispatch Model Input: State level utility avoided cost
Four utility avoided cost components produced by state for the 2020-2040 simulation period with
electricity supply matching the 2017 Annual Energy Outlook.
•
•
•
•

Energy – hourly marginal price for electricity (market prices)
Generation Capacity – calculated cost of new entry for a new generator
• Hourly allocators produced using projected net load on a state level
Transmission – regionally differentiated marginal cost for transmission expansion
• Hourly allocators produced using projected gross load on a state level
Distribution – value of avoiding distribution system upgrades. Low, medium, & high
sensitivity values used within each state ($5, $30, $100/kW-year)
• Hourly allocators produced using projected total state distribution loads for
residential or commercial customers

Methodologies follow the California standard practice manual
Office of Policy
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EnergyPATHWAYS: Avoided cost example – month hour average
2020 Arizona, residential customer, moderate distribution deferral value

Office of Policy
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Research tool: DER Dispatch Model
• Optimization tool that operates/values
behind the meter resources (energy
storage, flexible load, solar PV, & energy
efficiency)
• Optimized in this case with respect to
minimizing utility cost of service
• Can also optimize to minimize customer bills

• Outputs year-over-year cost of service
impacts and flexible load use statistics

Office of Policy
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Analysis assumptions/caveats
•

Results represent a technology assessment for natural equipment replacement in 2020
to isolate lifetime stream of costs/benefits of a single year of changed activity
•
•
•
•

•

100% of retiring target technologies were replaced with the new technology
Once the new technology retired, it was switched back to original technology
EE from retrofits are not considered, which excludes a large amount of often cost effective EE
Barriers to adoption are not explicitly considered

Flexible load scenarios assume 100% customer participation
• Flexible load (“shifting” consumption within a constrained number of lead or lag hours) is
dispatched centrally, with perfect foresight
• Smart thermostats may also result in behavioral energy efficiency savings, which is not included
• As of 2018 most flexible load technologies deployed are only in pilot stage
• No customer “utility” costs from impact on service quality is considered

•

Each measure is evaluated independently from all others
• This will overstate the sum of the value across all measures because it ignores diminishing
incremental returns

•

Energy consumption per unit stock is input on a census division geography and downscaled
to state
• Ex. hot water energy use per unit service demand is specific to a census division
• Space heating and air conditioning downscaling to state is sensitive to heating and cooling degree
days
Office of Policy
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Analysis assumptions/caveats cont.
• Cost-benefit comparisons done similar to a TRC perspective (Total Resource Cost test)
– Allocation issues between generator, utility, and ratepayer are not analyzed, nor are incentives needed to
induce the desired flexible load behavior from customers or purchases of efficient equipment
– In a utility region where customers are on flat volumetric rates, evaluation from a participant perspective
would make EE more cost effective, and flexible load less so.

• Future costs & technology performance are based on best available info, but large
uncertainty exists
– Supply curves by their nature are highly dependent on the system context
– Technology representations are sometimes aggregate and stylistic and more granular data could show
additional cost effective measures

• Flexible load costs only include customer hardware but not any utility / ISO management
and overhead associated with flexible load dispatch
• Locational avoided costs can vary widely within a state/region
– Distribution system cost sensitivities are considered as a bounding case, but are by themselves insufficient
to capture all differences in avoided costs within a state

Office of Policy
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Twenty-four demand side technologies investigated

Residential

Commercial

Sector

Subsector

Deployed Technologies

Notes:

Air conditioning

Centrifugal Chiller, Reciprocating Chiller, Central Air
Conditioner, Rooftop Air Conditioner, Wall/Room Air
Conditioner

Run in combination with ventilation

Space heating

Air Source Heat Pump

All heat-pump also provided cooling

Ventilation

Constant & Variable Ventilation System

Run in combination with air conditioning

Refrigeration

Reach-in Refrigerators, Walk-in Refrigerators, Reach-in
Freezers, Walk-in Freezers

Replaced with like design

Water heating

Heat Pump Storage Water Heater

Air conditioning

Room Air Conditioner, Central Air Conditioner

Space heating

Air Source Heat Pump, Ductless Mini-Split

Water heating

Heat Pump Water Heater

Refrigeration

Bottom, Side, & Top Mount Refrigerators

Clothes drying

High Efficiency Electric Clothes Dryer

Clothes washing

Clothes Washer - Front Loading

Deployment depended on whether homes were ducted, if they were multifamily units, the number of floors in the building, and if the unit shares
heating or cooling with another unit
All heat pumps also provided cooling

Replaced refrigerators with like design

Top and front loading clothes washers replaced with top loading

Office of Policy
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Results can provide insights into several important questions
• Impacts of EE vs DR vs Both by end-use
• In which measure/state pairs do we see the biggest missed opportunity from pursuing one
technology path over another?

• Combination of top-performing options for a single state
• What mix of EE, DR and combined measures produced the highest projected costs savings in a
given state?

• Geography differences
• How does cost effectiveness and load impacted change by state

• Trends across technologies
• For which end uses is EE the dominant source of system cost savings, and for which does DR have
a bigger potential role?

• Impact of distribution price sensitivity
• Are there states where distribution system infrastructure needs (high or low) most effect the best
technology choice?

Office of Policy
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Selected Results

Office of Policy
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Illustrating costs and benefits for residential heat pump replacing electric furnace

Office of Policy
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Costs and benefits for different measures can vary significantly by state - residential
heat pump replacing electric furnace
• Costs vary for heat pumps replacing electric furnaces depending on
whether the heat pump avoids the cost of a new AC system
• Benefits vary based on state level avoided cost and equipment use

Lower AC saturation in the North
East means heat pumps do not
have the financial benefit of
avoiding an AC system

Office of Policy
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Other technologies have fairly consistent costs and benefits - residential heat pump
water heater replacing electric resistance water heater

Office of Policy
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Heat pumps for space heating can show synergistic benefits with flexible load
• Colorado commercial electric resistance
heater to heat pump results in $16 MM in
benefits
– Because heating and cooling shapes and
efficiencies both change, it is possible that for
some avoided cost categories, cost rise (pictured)

• Taking the electric resistance heaters and
making them flexible results in $10 MM in
benefits
• BUT combining both EE and flexible load
results in $35 MM in benefits

Flexible
Heating
Only

– Heat pump also operates flexibly in the summer
while providing air conditioning, which the
resistance heater cannot do
– These synergies are seen across many states with
high AC and heating loads

Flexible Heating
and AC

Negative EE savings due to impacted AC summer load shapes
Office of Policy
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Supply curve x-axis definitions
• Energy Efficiency – Energy saved (MWh) over the lifetime of the
equipment, discounted to present year.
• Flexible load – Energy shifted (MWh) over the lifetime of the
equipment, discounted to present year. One MWh of energyshifted means that loads are one MWh higher in one hour and
then one MWh lower in a different hour. The number of hours
that load is shifted is constrained by technology but does not
factor into the energy shifted metric.
• Combined measures – Load impacted (MWh) is the EE and
flexible load summed and put on the same axis for comparison.

Office of Policy

The signed area (grey + green) = 0
Energy shifted is the sum of the grey area
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Res heat pump hot water

Office of Policy

Residential AC

HE Clothes Dryer
Com heat pump hot water

Res side mount refrigerator
Res top mount refrigerator

Commercial air source heat pump

Res air source heat pump replace
electric unit heaters

Res air source heat pump replace
electric furnace

Res bottom mount refrigerator

Commercial reach-in freezer
Commercial reach-in refrigerator

Res ductless mini-split replace
electric unit heaters

Ohio – illustrative energy efficiency supply curve
Commercial AC

Running Sum of Energy Saved (MWh)
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Commercial reach-in freezer
Commercial reach-in refrigerator
Commercial electric
resistance heat

Res electric resistance water

Clothes washer

Commercial Room AC

Electric clothes dryer

Top mount refrigerator

Com AC & ventilation

Clothes washer

Side mount refrigerator

Com electric resistance water

Res electric furnace

Res electric unit heaters w ducts

Bottom mount refrigerator

Res electric unit heaters no ducts

Res room AC ducted

Res room AC no ducts

Res central AC

Ohio – illustrative flexible load supply curve

Note: Flexible load savings assessed independently and are not additive

Running Sum of Energy Shifted (MWh)
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Res room AC with ducts

Res central AC

Commercial AC

Clothes washer front loading

Top mount refrigerator

Clothes washer top
loading

Res heat pump hot water

Com heat pump hot water

Side mount refrigerator

Electric clothes dryer

Commercial Room AC

Res room AC no ducts

Res air source heat pump replace
electric furnace

Bottom mount refrigerator

Res air source heat pump replace
electric unit heaters

Commercial reach-in freezer
Commercial reach-in refrigerator

Res ductless mini-split replace
electric unit heaters

Commercial air source heat pump

Ohio – illustrative EE & flexible load (both) supply curve

Note: Flexible load savings assessed independently and may not be additive
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Commercial walk in freezer
Commercial walk in refrigerator

Res electric resistance water

Clothes washer

Commercial Room AC

Electric clothes dryer

Top mount refrigerator

Com AC & ventilation

Clothes washer

Com electric resistance water
Side mount refrigerator

Res air source heat pump replace
electric furnace

Bottom mount refrigerator

Res electric unit heaters w ducts

Commercial reach-in refrigerator

Res room AC ducted

Res room AC no ducts

Res central AC

Commercial reach-in freezer

Res ductless mini-split replace
electric unit heaters

Commercial air source heat pump

Ohio “top performers” portfolio
The cost of commercial flexible load is in $/unit-capacity (slide 44), thus adding EE
effectively reduces the equipment size and thus reduces the cost of enabling flexible load.
This leads to some, like commercial reach-in freezers becoming top performers in “BOTH”.

Note: Flexible load savings assessed independently and may not be additive
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DER supply curve for the continental U.S. system cost perspective only

Running Sum of Energy Saved (MWh)

Running Sum of Energy Shifted (MWh)

Running Sum of Load Impacted (MWh)

Note: Flexible load savings assessed independently and may not be additive
Office of Policy
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“Top performers” portfolio for the continental U.S. system cost perspective only

Running Sum of Energy Impacted (MWh)
Note: Flexible load savings assessed independently and may not be additive
Office of Policy
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Cost effective energy efficiency measures feature heat pumps prominently

Running Sum of Energy Saved (MWh)
Office of Policy
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Load impacted from residential electric resistance to heat pump HVAC
• Climate impacts service demand and equipment efficiency

Office of Policy
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Capacity and energy benefits from residential heat pump hot water heaters
• Capacity benefits are concentrated in the west and north east
• Energy benefits are highest in the mid-west and south

Office of Policy
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Mapping DER combinations to state
• Example for DER combinations residential electricity hot water
• Value depends on heat pump efficiencies by climate zone and state level avoided costs
Resistance Water Heater 
Heat Pump Water Heater

Resistance Water Heater 
Flexible Resistance Water Heater

Resistance Water Heater 
Flexible Heat Pump Water Heater

Note: differing axes for NPV avoided costs
Office of Policy
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Impact of distribution avoided cost sensitivity
• High, mid, and low
price sensitivities of
$100, $30, $5/kWyear
• Impact depends on
the DER type
deployed,
technology, and
state, but the high
scenario results in 5
– 95% additional
benefits over the
mid scenario

Each circle shows a different U.S. state and the difference in benefits as a function of distribution avoided costs

– Shows the
importance of
targeted deployment
Office of Policy
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Study release February, 2018
• Study data is undergoing final QA/QC and
will be published in February
• Study products will include updated slides
with synthesized study findings and
detailed excel sheets with processed model
outputs

Screenshot of excel spreadsheet with detailed model outputs

– Sufficient detail to allow interested users to
tweak some parameters and observe changes in
results

• All study materials will be released on the
Evolved Energy Research website –
www.evolved.energy

Office of Policy
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Study results observations / takeaways (restated)
• Results indicate that combining EE with flexible load can increase the number of cost-effective energy
efficiency measures available to lower system costs, compared to implementing either by itself
• Heat-pumps present a particular opportunity for flexible load with greater efficiency
– Synergistic benefits because the heat-pump also provides air conditioning
– Adding flexibility could mitigate local impacts for winter peaking or high distribution cost areas

• Assumptions on distribution deferral value have a large impact on cost effectiveness
– Results demonstrate on a high level the ability for EE and flexible load to reduce distribution system costs, but are not
granular enough to provide estimates for specific distribution system areas
– To achieve savings customer incentives and/or utility control signals would need adequate spatial granularity to unlock
deferral value

• Despite large potential cost savings, potential barriers to adoption are not addressed in this analysis
– Consumer adoption of analyzed technologies would be sensitive to incentives and other decision factors – these factors
may differ by end use type, customer class, and technology (EE vs. flexible load)
– How do utilities send the right price signal or incentives to customers to incent flexible load behavior?

Office of Policy
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Key study metrics (restated)
• New replacement technologies (EE, DR or both) were applied to 24 end uses and considered in 48
states plus DC, producing results for ~1200 results of a given measure in a given state. In 96% of
cases, at least one technology scenario (EE, DR, or both) resulted in system cost savings,
compared to 33% when EE is considered alone, or 90% when flexible load was considered alone.
• In every state, the energy efficiency measure with the largest cost savings was a heat pump
replacement of resistance heating.
• The cost-effectiveness of all measures, but especially those that include flexible load, are sensitive
to distribution system cost savings. Half of the flexible load measures that are not cost effective
become so in a high distribution avoided cost case.
• For flexible load 89% of benefits came from avoiding new capital costs (transmission, distribution,
or system) vs. 32% for energy efficiency.

Office of Policy
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Technical Appendix:
Study Methodology Detail

Office of Policy
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Service Demand

+

Billions
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Lamps/Bulbs
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4.00E+12
3.00E+12
2.00E+12
1.00E+12
0.00E+00

Lighting Stock
T8

14
12

T12

10
8

T12

Halogen

LEDs
LED

6
4

2050

2046

2042

2038

2034

2030

2026

2022

2018

2

2014

CFLs

0
2014 2018 2022 2026 2030 2034 2038 2042 2046 2050

CFL

Infrastructure stock
rollover model keeps
track of “stuff” (i.e.,
number of light
bulbs by type)

Incandescent

0.7
0.6
0.5

=

Total Residential
Final Energy for Lighting

0.4

EJ

Residential Demand
(lumens/year)

EnergyPATHWAYS: Projecting energy demand from the “bottom-up”

0.3
0.2
0.1
0
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Creating a load shape
Unitized Lighting
Shape

0.7
0.6

Total Residential
Final Energy for Lighting

0.4

X

0.3

=

0.2
0.1

2050

2048

2046

2044

2042

2040

2038

2036

2034

2032

2030

2028

2026

2024

2022

2020

2018

2016

0

2014

EJ

0.5

Projected lighting
shape

+
Projected EV
shape

+
Projected heating
shape

Shape data sources include:
1. EPRI load shape database
2. NREL HVAC simulations
3. NW Load Shape Database
4. National transportation survey data analysis
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System
Load

+
Projected dryer
shape

+

80 demand
subsectors

=
42

Solving for flexible load

Flexible Load Example Shapes

• Delayed, native, and advanced load
shape constraints are created on
cumulative energy consumption over
time
• Cumulative flexible load constraints are
summed across subsectors/technologies

Cumulative Energy Constraints

• Cumulative load served in the
optimization must stay between the
blue and grey bands

Day 1

Office of Policy

Day 2
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[1] https://drrc.lbl.gov/sites/default/files/lbnl-6417e.pdf
[2] https://emp.lbl.gov/publications/demand-response-advanced-controls

Cost assumptions for enabling flexible load
subsector name

technology name

max lead hours

max lag hours

commercial air conditioning

Centrifugal Chiller

2

2

50% $

16.11 kiloBtu/hour

commercial air conditioning

Commercial Central Air Conditioner

2

2

50% $

13.15 kiloBtu/hour

commercial air conditioning

Reciprocating Chiller

2

2

50% $

13.69 kiloBtu/hour

commercial air conditioning

Rooftop Air Conditioner

2

2

50% $

15.28 kiloBtu/hour

commercial air conditioning

Screw Chiller

2

2

50% $

13.40 kiloBtu/hour

commercial air conditioning

Scroll Chiller

2

2

50% $

11.04 kiloBtu/hour

commercial air conditioning
commercial ventilation

Wall/Room Air Conditioner
all

2
1

2
1

50% $
15.56 kiloBtu/hour
50% Cost included with commercial AC & heating

commercial refrigeration

Commercial Walk-in Freezers

2

2

10% $

42.12 kiloBtu/hour

commercial refrigeration

Commercial Walk-in Refrigerators

2

2

10% $

9.05 kiloBtu/hour

commercial space heating

Commercial Air Source Heat Pump

2

2

50% $

15.97 kiloBtu/hour

commercial space heating

Electric Resistance Heat

2

2

50% $

51.14 kiloBtu/hour

commercial water heating

Commercial Electric Resistance Storage Water Heater

3

3

50% $

54.47 kiloBtu/hour

commercial water heating

Commercial Heat Pump Storage Water Heater

3

3

50% $

residential air conditioning

Central Air Conditioner

2

2

70% $

166.00 air conditioning unit

residential air conditioning

Room Air Conditioner

2

2

70% $

75.00 air conditioning unit

residential clothes drying

Electric Clothes Dryer

0

3

25% $

75.00 clothes dryer

residential clothes washing

Clothes Washer - Front Loading

0

3

25% $

75.00 clothes washer

residential clothes washing

Clothes Washer - Top Loading

0

3

25% $

75.00 clothes washer

residential refrigeration

Bottom Mount Refrigerator

2

2

10% $

2.79 cubic_feet

residential refrigeration

Side Mount Refrigerator

2

2

10% $

2.79 cubic_feet

residential refrigeration

Top Mount Refrigerator

2

2

10% $

2.79 cubic_feet

residential space heating

Air Source Heat Pump

2

2

70% $

166.00 air conditioning unit

residential space heating

Ductless Mini-Split Heat Pump

2

2

70% $

75.00 air conditioning unit

residential space heating

Electric Unit Heaters

2

2

70% $

75.00 heating unit

residential water heating

Electric Heat Pump Water Heater

3

3

50% $

146.00 water heater

residential water heating

Electric Resistance Water Heater

3

3

50% $

146.00 water heater

residential water heating

Solar Water Heater with Electric Backup

3

3

50% $

146.00 water heater

Office of Policy

percent of load that is flexible

cost to enable flexibility

units (per)

25.06 kiloBtu/hour
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Average simulated avoided energy cost by state for 2020
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Incremental vs. integrated value
•
•

•

This modeling work has assessed DER technologies
independent of one another, each compared to
base case system costs
Because benefits from flexible load and energy
efficiency show diminishing marginal returns, the
value from combining all DERs would be lower
than when each is assessed independently
To estimate the impact this may have, DER
technologies were assessed individually and then
collectively as a portfolio in EnergyPATHWAYS
– Energy efficiency showed diminishing returns of 5%
– Flexible load showed diminishing returns of 28%
– The relative difference between EE and DR is expected
because energy efficiency will always save fuel costs,
but flexible load has no additional value once it has
deferred capital investments and helped flatten market
prices.
– Future work with these tools could assess a specified
portfolio of EE and flexible load technologies
collectively for one of more states.

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%

20%
10%

Office of Policy

0%
Energy Efficiency
Portfolio Value

Flexible Load

Value When Run Separately
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EnergyPATHWAYS

• EnergyPATHWAYS is a bottom-up energy sector model with
stock-level accounting of all consuming, producing, delivering,
and converting energy infrastructure
• Latest iteration has been released under an MIT License, and
can be used to conduct analysis in a variety of geographic
locations at different jurisdictional levels – countries, states and
provinces, cities, etc. (https://github.com/energypathways)
• Initial platform development by E3 with support from a number
of clients; continued development and maintenance by Evolved
Energy Research and the Deep Decarbonization Pathways
Project (DDPP)

www.evolved.energy
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Recent work derived from EnergyPATHWAYS

www.evolved.energy
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Modeling Approach

• EnergyPATHWAYS was specifically built to
investigate energy system transformations

Light-Duty Vehicle Fleet
(Illustrative Example)
Annual Sales
(user-defined)

• Tracks all energy infrastructure, including its
energy, CO2 emissions and costs
• Estimates energy demand from the “bottom-up”
• Simulates power system operations though
hourly electricity dispatch

• Scenarios include user-defined measures
which change the composition of energy
infrastructure over time
• Fundamentally EnergyPATHWAYS is an
advanced accounting framework

www.evolved.energy

Stock
Natural stock
rollover
moderates
change
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EnergyPATHWAYS Components

EnergyPATHWAYS – Open Source
Database
Publisher

Public and
Private Data
www.evolved.energy

Codebase

• U.S. Postgres database
(proprietary)
• Model code on github
https://github.com/energypat
hways
• Documentation:
http://energypathways.readth
edocs.io/en/latest/

Energy Systems
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Embodied cost for demand equipment
Model flowchart
Cost

Demand Side

Service Demands

Demand Drivers

www.evolved.energy

Energy Use

Service Efficiency

Technology
Efficiency

Technology
Stocks

Energy Costs Perunit
IO Matrix
Linking Supply
Nodes

Technology
Efficiency

Supply Side

Electricity
Dispatch

Technology
Stocks
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Connecting demand drivers to energy service
Light-Duty Auto Demand Subsector Example
Demand Drivers
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U.S. EnergyPATHWAYS Database
Demand side

• 67 demand subsectors
• Macroeconomic Drivers

• population industrial value of shipments, etc.

• Energy Service Demands

• lighting, VMT, heating, cooling, etc.

• Infrastructure Stocks

• vehicles, water heaters, etc.

• 382 demand-side technology
representations

• vintaged capital costs, installation costs,
fixed maintenance costs, main and auxiliary
energy efficiency, parasitic energy

www.evolved.energy
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